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Timbre spaces represent the organization of perceptual distances, as measured with dissimilarity
ratings, among tones equated for pitch, loudness, and perceived duration. A number of potential
acoustic correlates of timbre-space dimensions have been proposed in the psychoacoustic literature,
including attack time, spectral centroid, spectral flux, and spectrum fine structure. The experiments
reported here were designed as direct tests of the perceptual relevance of these acoustical parameters
for timbre dissimilarity judgments. Listeners presented with carefully controlled synthetic tones use
attack time, spectral centroid, and spectrum fine structure in dissimilarity rating experiments. These
parameters thus appear as major determinants of timbre. However, spectral flux appears as a less
salient timbre parameter, its salience depending on the number of other dimensions varying
concurrently in the stimulus set. Dissimilarity ratings were analyzed with two different
multidimensional scaling models �CLASCAL and CONSCAL�, the latter providing psychophysical
functions constrained by the physical parameters. Their complementarity is discussed. © 2005
Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.1929229�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human abilities to recognize sound sources �the sound
of a door slamming, footsteps, musical instruments, voices,
etc.� are essential to our everyday behavior. Their sophistica-
tion allows for complex tasks such as recognizing the emo-
tions embedded in speech or enjoying music. Such abilities
are presumed to rely largely on a capacity to perceive and
process timbre differences, making timbre analysis a funda-
mental task of the auditory system �see McAdams, 1993;
Handel, 1995�.

By definition, timbre is the perceptual attribute that dis-
tinguishes two tones of equal pitch, loudness, and duration
�ANSI, 1973�. Typically musical timbre is what distinguishes
perceptually a piano from a clarinet playing the same note
�e.g., A4�, with the same intensity �e.g., mezzo forte�, and for
the same duration. This example highlights the relationship
between timbre and sound source identification. Instrument
identification on the basis of timbre has been investigated
after various modifications of the original acoustic signals
�Berger, 1964; Saldanha and Corso, 1964; Hajda, 1999�.
Hajda �1999� has shown that for brief tones �from impulsive
instruments�, the integrity of the temporal structure is crucial
for identifying the instrument. However for long tones, the
sustained part �played forward or backward� is sufficient to
allow recognition. It implies that instrument recognition re-
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lies upon temporal and spectral or spectrotemporal informa-
tion, suggesting that different perceptible acoustical param-
eters might be grouped under the term timbre.

Timbre is indeed usually described as a multidimen-
sional perceptual attribute of complex tones. It has been hy-
pothesized that contrary to pitch, which relies primarily on
the tone’s fundamental period, and loudness, which depends
on tone intensity, timbre relies on several parameters �acous-
tical dimensions� of the sound. The holy grail of timbre stud-
ies has been to uncover the number and nature of these di-
mensions. Two major strategies have been used: ratings
on verbal scales �see Kendall and Carterette, 1993, for a
review� and most often, multidimensional scaling �MDS� of
�dis�similarity ratings �see McAdams, 1993; Hajda et al.,
1997, for reviews�.

First applied to musical timbre by Plomp �1970�, MDS
offers the advantage that it does not make any assumptions
regarding the underlying acoustical dimensions. In such a
study, listeners rate the dissimilarity between the two stimuli
of all possible pairs of sounds from a set of stimuli. The
resulting dissimilarity matrices are subjected to multidimen-
sional scaling. MDS is a procedure in which dissimilarity
data arising from N subjects �N�1� are modeled to fit dis-
tances in some type of space, usually Euclidean of low di-
mensionality R. Several MDS models and techniques have
been developed, such as INDSCAL �Carroll and Chang, 1970�
or CLASCAL �Winsberg and De Soete, 1993�. Some MDS
models �e.g., Torgerson, 1958; Kruskal, 1964a, b� produce
rotationally invariant solutions. Weighted Euclidean models
in which the salience of each dimension is different for each
subject �INDSCAL� or for each latent class of subjects
�CLASCAL� produce solutions with axes oriented in a psycho-
logically meaningful way. In the latent class approach, each

of the N subjects is assumed to belong to one and only one of
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a small number T �T�N� of latent classes, and all the sub-
jects in the same class are assumed to weight all dimensions
identically. It is not known in advance to which latent class a
particular subject belongs. This latent class approach, incor-
porated in CLASCAL, drastically reduces the number of pa-
rameters of the INDSCAL model. An extension of the Euclid-
ean or weighted Euclidean model proposed by Winsberg and
Carroll �1989� postulates that stimuli differ not only with
respect to common dimensions, but also with respect to spe-
cific or unique dimensions possessed by each stimulus �these
specificities could of course be zero�. In the CLASCAL model,
the distance between two objects i and j for class t is given
by

dijt = ��
r=1

R

wtr�xir − xjr�2 + vt�si + sj��1/2

, �1�

where R is the number of dimensions of the model, xir the
coordinate of the ith stimulus on the rth dimension, si the
square of the specificity value for object i, wtr the weight
assigned to the rth dimension by class t, and vt the weight
assigned to the whole set of specificity values by class t.

CONSCAL �Constrained Scaling� is a more recent devel-
opment in MDS modeling �Winsberg and De Soete, 1997�.
The CONSCAL models are useful in situations in which a
small number of known physical parameters may be used to
describe the stimuli, and it is likely that these are the very
attributes upon which the subjects make their dissimilarity
ratings. The CONSCAL models constrain the axes of the dis-
tance model to be monotone transformations of these physi-
cal attributes. Two CONSCAL models have been proposed by
Winsberg and De Soete �1997�, where the distances between
object i and object j are given by

dij = ��fi − f j�tI�fi − f j��1/2, �2�

dij = ��fi − f j�tA�fi − f j��1/2, �3�

where there are R physical dimensions, fi is the vector of
monotone transformations for the ith object, its rth compo-
nent being f �r��xi

�r��, xi
�r� is the coordinate for the ith object

on the rth dimension, and f �r� is the monotone transforma-
tion for the rth dimension. A is an R�R symmetric matrix
with ones on the diagonal and I is an R�R identity ma-
trix. In the first model �Eq. �2�� the axes are assumed to be
orthogonal, but in the second model �Eq. �3�� they are not.

The monotone transformation f �r� for the rth dimension
is represented by a monotone spline function. Splines are
piecewise polynomials of a given degree joined at a number
of interior knots. Splines have the advantage of great flex-
ibility, ease of computation, and local support. Note that in
the CONSCAL models, instead of estimating a coordinate for
each stimulus for each dimension, a function is estimated for
each dimension. In the latent class extension of CONSCAL, a
different function is estimated for each dimension for each
latent class of subjects. Thus, the CONSCAL models have the
advantage for psychophysical research of producing psycho-
physical functions, and the shapes of those functions are in-
formative �see McAdams and Winsberg, 2000�.
When applied to timbre dissimilarity ratings, MDS
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yields a perceptual space commonly known as a timbre
space. This space is only derived from listeners’ dissimilarity
ratings, except when using a model like CONSCAL. In all
cases, the distances between timbres in the space are percep-
tual distances. In using general �as opposed to constrained�
MDS models the last step of such a timbre space study is to
propose an interpretation for each of the perceptual dimen-
sions, usually in terms of an underlying acoustical dimen-
sion.

Depending on the set of stimuli and the group of sub-
jects, two- to four-dimensional timbre spaces have been re-
ported in MDS studies using natural sounds from musical
instruments or synthetic tones, generally made to imitate in-
struments of the orchestra. When acoustical correlates are
proposed, most of the studies so far �e.g., Grey, 1977; McAd-
ams et al., 1995; Marozeau et al., 2003� have emphasized the
role of spectral center of gravity ��SCG�, amplitude-weighted
mean frequency of the energy spectrum� and attack time, the
latter separating impulsive from sustained tones. Other pa-
rameters have been less systematically reported, e.g., spectral
flux, a measure of the fluctuation of the spectrum over time
�McAdams et al., 1995�, spectral spread �Marozeau et al.,
2003�, spectral irregularity �Krimphoff, McAdams, and
Winsberg, 1994�, harmonic onset asynchrony �Grey, 1977�.
Along with these shared dimensions, a number of instru-
ments are characterized by rather high specificity values
�Krumhansl, 1989�. It has not always been possible to pro-
pose an interpretation for these specificity values �McAdams
et al., 1995�, although for some instruments there are good
candidates �e.g., return of the hopper for the harpsichord�.

From a psychophysical point of view, dissimilarity rat-
ing methods are known to be sensitive to judgment bias, in
the sense that listeners usually pay attention to only a limited
number of parameters, which is interpreted as reflecting the
perceptual salience of the parameters �Miller and Carterette,
1975�. MDS studies are thus presumed to highlight the most
perceptually salient timbre parameters that are likely to be of
importance in a variety of situations �voice recognition, mu-
sic listening�. Nevertheless they have a common drawback:
given the multiplicity of acoustical parameters that could be
proposed to explain perceptual dimensions, one can never be
sure that the selected parameters do not merely covary with
the true underlying parameters. This is especially true for
three-dimensional �3D� or four-dimensional spaces, where
for some dimensions only weak correlations between percep-
tual and acoustical dimensions are found. It turns out to be
difficult in this case to select the appropriate acoustical pa-
rameter�s�, particularly if the proposed parameters are corre-
lated among themselves to some extent within the stimulus
set. There are also concerns regarding whether or not it is
valid to use MDS when some of the dimensions might be
categorical in nature, which is the case when the stimulus set
includes impulsive and sustained instruments. Therefore two
questions remain open: �1� is a continuous space a good
model of the perceptual relationships among timbres? and
�2� if such a model is appropriate, are the proposed underly-
ing acoustical dimensions correct?

The experiments reported here intend to deal with these

issues, according to the following approach: we start with the
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construction of spaces of synthetic sounds varying along
continuous acoustical dimensions that have been chosen on
the basis of previous MDS studies of timbre. We then use
stimuli sampling these acoustical spaces in classical dissimi-
larity rating experiments. If the timbre space model is cor-
rect, there should be a good match between the physical
space and the resulting perceptual space. We believe that this
confirmatory approach is relevant both in the context of mu-
sical acoustics and for auditory perception studies in general,
considering timbre perception as a model of complex sound
perception. A similar approach has already been used �Miller
and Carterette, 1975; Samson, Zatorre, and Ramsay, 1997�.
Miller and Carterette �1975� have shown that subjects can
use fundamental frequency, amplitude envelope, and the
number of harmonics when making dissimilarity ratings, but
not harmonic structure or the pattern of harmonic onsets. A
few points warrant mention here: First, no attempt was made
a priori to equalize the perceptual ranges of variation of the
different parameters in their study. Therefore, because funda-
mental frequency variations were very salient, they could
have prevented subjects from using harmonic structure in
their ratings. Second, their approach was to explore possible
musical spaces, and they did not model explicitly the timbre
dimensions arising from dissimilarity rating studies of natu-
ral instrument sounds. Samson, Zatorre, and Ramsay �1997�
confirmed that attack time and spectral center of gravity val-
ues are used in timbre dissimilarity ratings. Note that in these
two studies only a limited number of values �3� along each
dimension were used, so the results could be explained in
terms of categorical perception, and not as reflecting the per-
ception of attributes varying along continuous axes. Further
it is impossible to characterize adequately the corresponding
psychophysical functions.

For the present study, the parameters varying between
the sounds were selected on the basis of previous timbre
dissimilarity studies �in particular Grey, 1977; Krimphoff et
al., 1994; McAdams et al., 1995�. Along each acoustical di-
mension, there were 16 different values to avoid creating
unwanted categories. In the first experiment, we tested a
space where attack time, spectral centroid, and spectral flux
varied between the timbres. Based on the results of this first
experiment, further testing was conducted to investigate con-
textual effects on the salience of spectral flux �Experiment
2�. Finally a 3D space where attack time, spectral centroid,
and spectral irregularity varied was tested �Experiment 3�.
Analyses were conducted both with CLASCAL and CONSCAL

models. CLASCAL analyses aim to select freely the model
best fitting the data, to uncover the most salient acoustical
parameters. CONSCAL analyses allow for more refined inter-
pretation, with an estimation of the shape of psychophysical
functions for the different axes. CONSCAL has been used only
once in the context of timbre studies �McAdams and Wins-
berg, 2000�. The data sets of the present study offered a
valuable opportunity to test the relative adequacy of the

CLASCAL and CONSCAL models.
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II. EXPERIMENT 1: ATTACK TIME, SPECTRAL
CENTROID, AND SPECTRAL FLUX

A. Method

1. Participants

Thirty listeners �aged 19–51 years, 14 female� partici-
pated in Experiment 1. None of them reported any hearing
loss, and 18 of them had received musical training. Musi-
cians had been practicing music for 12 years on average
�ranging from 4 to 27 years�. Listeners were naive as to the
purpose of the experiment and were paid for their participa-
tion.

2. Stimuli

Sixteen tones having 20 harmonics were created by ad-
ditive synthesis, using MAX/ISPW �Lindemann et al., 1991� on
a NeXT workstation �sampling rate=44 100 Hz, resolution
=16 bits�. The fundamental frequency was 311 Hz �E�4�.
Three parameters varied among the stimuli �Fig. 1�: attack
time, SCG, and fluctuation of the spectral envelope over the
first 100 ms �spectral flux�. The amplitude envelope was al-
ways composed of a linear rise �attack time�, followed by a
plateau and an exponential decay �Fig. 1�a��. The spectrum
was harmonic, and at any time point, the amplitude spectrum
was a power function of harmonic rank n �Fig. 1�b��:

An = k � 1/n� �4�

with An the amplitude of the nth harmonic. The exponent of
this power function completely determined the value of
the instantaneous spectral center of gravity.

A preliminary adjustment experiment run with eight lis-
teners �who did not participate in the main experiment� al-
lowed us to uncover formulas to keep perceived duration
constant when changing attack time and loudness constant
when changing SCG. The reference tone �T0� had 15 ms at-
tack, 400 ms plateau, and 200 ms decay, with a SCG of
933 Hz, and no spectral flux. Its level was approximately
80 dB SPL �A-weighted�. Listeners had to adjust the plateau
duration for a test tone with a 200 ms attack, so that it ap-
peared as long as the reference tone. Listeners were also
asked to adjust the SCG and spectral flux of test tones so that
they would appear as different perceptually from the refer-
ence tone �T0� as was the 200 ms attack tone. When SCG
was adjusted, attack time was fixed at 15 ms and spectral
flux at 0 Hz, and when spectral flux was adjusted, attack
time was fixed at 15 ms and SCG at the third harmonic
�933 Hz�. The ranges of variation of the three parameters for
the main experiment were chosen accordingly. Finally par-
ticipants of this preliminary experiment had to adjust the
levels of the test tones to match the loudness of the reference.

In the main experiment, attack time �t1� varied between
15 and 200 ms, in logarithmic steps, as it has often been
proposed that the logarithm of attack time explains the cor-
responding timbre dimension better than the attack time it-
self �cf. Krimphoff et al., 1994; McAdams et al., 1995�. The
duration of the plateau �t2� was fixed at 400 ms when the

attack lasted 15 ms, and was adjusted to keep perceived
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sound duration constant using a formula derived from the
preliminary adjustment experiment: t2=412−0.8� t1 �t1
and t2 in ms�.

The spectral center of gravity was computed as follows:

SCG =
�n

n � An

�n
An

. �5�

SCG was varied by changing the value of the exponent � in
Eq. �4�. SCG varied in linear steps between 933 and 1400 Hz
�i.e., from 3 to 4.5 in harmonic rank units�. After equal-
ization of rms levels of Ti and T0, the loudness of tone Ti

FIG. 1. Stimulus construction. �a� Attack time �Experiments 1, 2A, 3�. �b�
Spectral center of gravity �SCG, Experiments 1, 2B, 3�. �c� Spectral flux
with SCG plotted in units of harmonic rank �Experiments 1, 2A, 2B, 2C�.
�d� Even harmonic �EH� attenuation �Experiment 3�. Amplitudes are given
on arbitrary linear scales.
was adjusted according to
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20 log
A�Ti�
A�T0�

= − 1.9 � �SCG�Ti� − SCG�T0�� . �6�

Spectral flux consisted of a half-cycle sinusoidal varia-
tion of SCG in the first 100 ms. It models the progressive
expansion of the spectrum toward the higher harmonics that
exists in some instruments, such as the trumpet. This varia-
tion of instantaneous SCG is equivalent to an asynchrony in
the rise of the harmonics, the higher ones appearing later.
Grey �1977� has proposed it as a correlate of one dimension
of timbre. More generally, this model was chosen because it
represents a variation of the spectrum over time that is not
perceived as vibrato �see Hajda, 1999, for a detailed analysis
of vibrato perception� and corresponds roughly to the kind of
spectral envelope variation found in the attack portions of
some musical instruments, although its evolution is necessar-
ily independent of attack time in our stimuli. The parameter
that varied between sounds was the difference between the
SCG value in the steady portion of the tone and the initial
value of the SCG. This difference ranged from 0 to 560 Hz
�i.e., 0–1.8 harmonic ranks� with equally spaced steps.

The coordinates of the points sampling the physical
space were chosen among a set of computer-generated ran-
dom spaces complying with the following rules: each of the
three parameters took 16 different values as described earlier,
and each value was used only once, thus leading to a total of
16 different sounds. The retained distribution of stimuli in
the 3D space was chosen as a compromise between two con-
straints: first, any two stimuli should not be too close to each
other; second, the stimuli should be homogeneously distrib-
uted, avoiding “empty” regions in the space. In this way we
obtained a good sampling of the physical space with no two
sounds sharing a value on any of the three dimensions of
interest �see Fig. 2�a� and Table I�.

3. Procedure

All experimental routines were programmed using
PSIEXP �Smith, 1995� on a NeXT workstation. The experi-
ment took place in a soundproof booth, and the sounds were
played to the subject via Sennheiser HD 520 II headphones
after digital-to-analog conversion and amplification �Yamaha
P2075 power amplifier�. Participants were first asked to lis-
ten to the 16 sounds of the experiment to become familiar-
ized with the range of variation. After ten randomly chosen
practice trials, they were to rate the dissimilarity for all pos-
sible pairs of the 16 sounds �136 pairs�. Dissimilarity ratings
were made with the mouse on a scale presented on the com-
puter screen with end points labeled “same” and “different”
�in French�. Scale values were digitized on a 0 to 1 scale.
Listeners were allowed to listen to the pairs as many times as
they wanted prior to making their ratings, and they were
requested to keep their rating strategy as constant as pos-
sible.

4. Statistical analyses

First, correlations were computed among subjects’ dis-
similarity ratings for pairs of nonidentical sounds �N=120�.

Hierarchical clustering �average linkage algorithm� was per-
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formed on the correlation matrix in order to detect the sub-
jects whose ratings systematically differed from the others.
More precisely the values that were entered in the analysis
were one minus the correlation coefficient �r�, in order to
transform the correlations into distances. Data from outlying
subjects were discarded from subsequent analyses. The inter-
est of this preliminary step in the analysis is practical: re-
moving the subject�s� that is �are� the most different from all
the others allows us to obtain more stable MDS solutions,
making model selection an easier task.

Dissimilarity ratings from the remaining subjects were
analyzed using CLASCAL �Winsberg and De Soete, 1993� and
CONSCAL models �Winsberg and De Soete, 1997�. The coor-
dinates of the stimuli on the three physical dimensions tested
�logarithm of attack time, SCG, and spectral flux values�
were entered into the CONSCAL models. In both CLASCAL and
CONSCAL analyses, model selection involves choosing the
appropriate number of latent classes and the appropriate

number of dimensions. Analyses were made in three steps as
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outlined in detail in Winsberg and De Soete �1993�. A first
choice is made for the number of latent classes �from one to
five� using Hope’s �1968� Monte Carlo test �using 100 rep-
etitions� on the null model, i.e., a model with no spatial
structure whatsoever. Bayesian Information Criterion �BIC
statistic, see Winsberg and De Soete, 1993, for example�,
which reflects the fit of the model with a penalty for models
with increasing number of parameters, is then used to select
candidates for the best spatial model: for CLASCAL the num-
ber of dimensions with or without specificities; for CONSCAL

the number of dimensions and the classes of spline functions
�see the following for more details on spatial model selec-
tion�. Finally, the appropriate number of latent classes is cho-
sen using Hope’s procedure on the spatial model. If the num-
ber of classes selected in the last step is not equal to that
chosen on the null model, the last two steps �selection of
spatial model and of number of classes� are repeated until

FIG. 2. Physical and perceptual spaces. �a� Physical
space. �b� CLASCAL spaces for Experiment 1, left panel
=2D space, middle and right panels=3D space. �c� 2D
CLASCAL spaces for Experiment 2A �middle panel� and
2B �right panel�. �d� 3D CLASCAL space for Experiment
3. In the top row, for each panel, the numbers refer to
values for the physical dimension along the abscissa,
and the letters to values for the physical dimension
along the ordinate. The same labels are used in the other
rows �per column�. Note that any number–letter pairing
only refers to the same sound within a column. Dotted
lines connect the outer stimuli in the physical space to
help appreciate visually the structural relations between
physical and perceptual spaces.
they converge. After selection of the best CLASCAL model
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and the best CONSCAL model, a parametric bootstrap proce-
dure is used to compare them.

a. CLASCAL spatial model selection. For a given num-
ber of latent classes, the three models that best fit the data
were determined on the basis of the BIC statistic. Two- to
five-dimensional models, with or without specificity values,
were considered. The best model among those three was se-
lected according to the results of three Hope’s tests. The
CLASCAL algorithm also produces a posteriori probabilities
for the belongingness of each subject to each of the latent
classes. A subject was assigned to a particular class when any
of these probabilities was greater than 0.9. Correlations be-
tween the perceptual dimensions and the original acoustical
dimensions were computed and their significance was tested
using Fisher’s r-to-z test.

b. CONSCAL spatial model selection. For a given num-
ber of latent classes, we estimated several models, with
spline orders �the degree of the piecewise polynomial plus 1�
from two to four, and one to three interior knots �the number
of polynomial pieces minus 1 in this case�. We started mod-
eling with the same kind of spline for all the dimensions,
using the CONSCAL model assuming orthogonal dimensions.
The best two models among these nine models were chosen
according to the BIC statistics. We then looked at models
with combinations of the two types of splines selected and
models with lower-order splines or splines with less interior
knots on one dimension. We selected the model with the
smallest BIC. Finally, with Hope’s test we compared the re-
tained model with the model having the same types of
splines as the selected one, but allowing dimensions to be
nonorthogonal.

c. Comparison of CLASCAL and CONSCAL models.

TABLE I. Physical and CLASCAL perceptual coordinates for Experiment 1.
Attack time is given in ms; SCG and spectral flux �SFl� are given in har-
monic rank. Perceptual coordinates are given on an arbitrary scale. The
superscripts indicate the perceptual dimensions significantly correlated �p
�0.05� with Attack �+� and SCG ���.

Physical space
2D perceptual

space 3D perceptual space

Attack+ SCG� SFl
Dim
1� Dim 2+

Dim
1� Dim 2+ Dim 3+

15 3.00 0.00 −0.53 0.21 −0.55 0.01 0.11
42 3.10 1.56 −0.46 −0.03 −0.41 −0.19 0.04

100 3.20 0.12 −0.23 −0.22 −0.13 −0.28 −0.04
59 3.30 0.96 −0.25 −0.14 −0.19 −0.21 −0.06
17 3.40 1.20 −0.33 0.25 −0.32 0.01 0.26

168 3.50 0.60 −0.11 −0.31 0.01 −0.30 −0.13
141 3.60 1.80 −0.05 −0.30 0.08 −0.29 −0.09

35 3.70 0.48 0.01 0.16 0.03 0.09 0.19
25 3.80 1.68 −0.04 0.22 0.06 0.00 0.26
84 3.90 0.84 0.14 −0.13 0.19 −0.05 −0.07

199 4.00 1.32 0.17 −0.33 0.27 −0.19 −0.18
29 4.10 1.08 0.23 0.23 0.15 0.27 0.10
70 4.20 1.44 0.29 0.00 0.22 0.16 −0.08

119 4.30 0.24 0.36 −0.08 0.26 0.14 −0.20
21 4.40 0.36 0.37 0.36 0.14 0.48 0.04
50 4.50 0.72 0.44 0.12 0.19 0.36 −0.17
Monte Carlo samples were generated using the best
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CONSCAL model plus normal error. The log likelihood ratio
for the real data obtained for the two models �the best
CONSCAL model and the best CLASCAL model� was then com-
pared to the distribution of log likelihood ratios obtained for
the Monte Carlo samples. The null hypothesis was rejected
when the log likelihood ratio for the real data exceeded the
0.95 level for the bootstrapped distribution under the null
model �the best CONSCAL model in this case�.

B. Results

The data from two subjects were removed after the hi-
erarchical clustering analysis. The mean coefficient of deter-
mination between these two subjects and other subjects’ rat-
ings were r2�118�=0.14 and r2�118�=0.15, respectively.
After removing those subjects, the mean coefficient of deter-
mination between subjects’ dissimilarity ratings was
r2�118�=0.23 �SD=0.04�.

1. CLASCAL space

MDS with CLASCAL on the data from the 28 remaining
subjects yielded a two-dimensional �2D� perceptual space
without specificity values and two latent classes of subjects
�Fig. 2�b�, left panel, Table I�. These two dimensions were
correlated with SCG �r2�14�=0.96, p�0.0001� and attack
time �r2�14�=0.81, p�0.0001�, respectively �note that r2 is
the percentage of variance explained�. For the second dimen-
sion, the correlation was even better using the logarithm of
the attack time �r2�14�=0.87, p�0.0001�. Neither of these
two dimensions was correlated with spectral flux
�p�0.5 in both cases�. Even when considering the 3D solu-
tion �again with two latent classes of subjects and no speci-
ficity values, Fig. 2�b�, middle and right panel, Table I�, the
additional dimension did not correlate significantly with
spectral flux values �r2�14�=0.06, p=0.38�. Adding a dimen-
sion actually tended to disorganize the attack-time dimension
�Fig. 2�b�, middle panel�. When considering the 2D solution
with specificity values, sounds with high spectral flux values
did not have greater specificity values than the rest of the
sounds.

The subjects were classified a posteriori into two classes
of 11 and 17 subjects. Subjects in the second class weighted
more heavily the two dimensions �weights for dimensions 1
and 2: 1.20 and 1.36� than those in class 1 �weights: 0.80 and
0.65�, suggesting that they used a larger range of the avail-
able dissimilarity scale. It is important to note that the ratios
between the weights for the two dimensions are different for
the two classes, with the first class weighting more on the
first dimension �corresponding to SCG� and the second
weighting more on the second dimension �corresponding to
attack time�. This means the dimensions do not have the
same relative salience for each class. Both classes contained
musically trained subjects �3 out of 11 in class 1 and 7 out of
17 in class 2�.

2. CONSCAL space

MDS with CONSCAL selected a model with one class of
subjects and orthogonal dimensions. A cubic spline with one

interior knot best modeled the attack-time dimension and
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quadratic splines with one interior knot were sufficient for
the other two dimensions �note that the monotone splines we
are using are integrated B-splines as described in Winsberg
and De Soete, 1997, and that the degrees reported here are
those of the monotone splines, which correspond to the de-
grees of the B-splines plus 1�. Given that CLASCAL analyses
selected a 2D model with two dimensions correlated with the
logarithm of attack time and SCG, we also compared the 3D
CONSCAL model with the 2D CONSCAL model obtained when
eliminating the axis corresponding to spectral flux. The 3D
model was retained �Hope’s test with 100 Monte Carlo simu-
lations, p�0.01 for rejection of the 2D model�. The 3D
one-class CONSCAL model was finally compared to the 2D
two-class CLASCAL model, and the CONSCAL model was
not rejected �0.09� p�0.10 for rejecting CONSCAL�. The
CONSCAL spaces for all three experiments are represented in
Fig. 3 using psychophysical functions. To help compare
CLASCAL and CONSCAL models, an example of two such
spaces represented in the same way �scatterplots� is provided

FIG. 3. Psychophysical functions as determined with CONSCAL. ��� Log�at-
tack�, ��� SCG, ��� spectral flux, and ��� even-harmonic attenuation. �a� 3D
space for Experiment 1. �b� 2D spaces for Experiment 2A �left panel� and
Experiment 2B �right panel�. �c� 3D space for Experiment 3. The numbers
on the abscissa are for the rank of the parameter value �from 1 to 16� in the
stimulus set. Log�attack�, SCG, spectral flux, and attenuation of even har-
monics increase from left to right.
in Fig. 4 �data from Experiment 2A�.
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C. Discussion

These data confirm the perceptual significance of attack
time as well as SCG, as revealed by dissimilarity ratings. It is
also clear that listeners use a continuous range of attack
times to perform their dissimilarity ratings. At the same time
spectral flux is not used by listeners to perform their dissimi-
larity ratings according to the CLASCAL analysis. The
CONSCAL analysis suggests that they might actually use spec-
tral flux to some extent to perform their dissimilarity ratings,
but this concerns only the sounds with the highest spectral
flux values, and their contribution to the dissimilarity ratings
is much smaller than for attack time and SCG �see the right-
most part of the psychophysical curves, Fig. 3�a��. These
MDS results are consistent with participants’ subjective re-
ports. Indeed they reported using attack-time information
and “sound-color” information in their ratings but did not
report using any variation of “sound-color.”

The data from this first experiment contradict the idea
that listeners take spectro-temporal variations into account in
their dissimilarity ratings of timbre pairs. There are several
possible explanations: either our model of spectral flux is not
perceptually relevant, or it is a less salient parameter than the
other two. Two facts must be mentioned here: First, partici-
pants of the preliminary adjustment experiment did not re-
port any difficulty in adjusting the spectral flux value of the
test tone, highlighting the fact that this parameter is salient
when it is the only physical dimension to vary. Second, the
values of the three physical parameters were chosen to cor-
respond approximately to an equal range of perceived dis-
similarity in unidimensional contexts. We therefore hypoth-
esized that spectral flux salience might be sensitive to
contextual effects, and particularly to the number of other
dimensions varying concurrently. We investigated this hy-
pothesis in the second experiment using physical spaces with
only one or two parameters varying among the sounds.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SPACES WITH SPECTRAL FLUX

A. Method

1. Participants

Thirty-one listeners �aged 17–48 years, 22 females�

FIG. 4. Experiment 2A: 2D CLASCAL and CONSCAL spaces for comparison.
Numbers refer to attack time, letters to spectral flux, as in the middle column
of Fig. 2.
were recruited to participate in this experiment. None of
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them had participated in Experiment 1. None of them re-
ported any hearing loss, and 15 of them had received musical
training. Musicians had practiced music for 13 years on av-
erage �2–25 years�. Listeners were naive as to the purpose
of the experiment and were paid for their participation. They
were randomly assigned to three groups �condition A: 11
subjects, conditions B and C: 10 subjects each�.

2. Stimuli

Three different sets �A, B, and C� of 16 stimuli were
constructed as in Experiment 1, except that for condition A
SCG was kept constant �933 Hz, i.e., at the third harmonic�,
for condition B attack time was kept constant �15 ms�, and
for condition C both SCG and attack time were kept constant
�933 Hz and 15 ms, respectively�. Thus the stimulus set for
condition A was the projection of the 3D space of Experi-
ment 1 onto the SCG=3 plane, for condition B its projection
onto the t1=15 ms plane, and for condition C its projection
onto the spectral flux axis.

3. Procedure

Each of the three groups of subjects performed dissimi-
larity ratings on only one of the three sets of stimuli. The
experimental procedure and statistical analyses were identi-
cal to those in Experiment 1 for conditions A and B, except
for the number of latent classes in the MDS analyses, which
was only allowed to vary between one and three given the
smaller number of subjects in each condition. For the
CONSCAL analyses, only the two physical variables used to
create the sounds were entered in the analyses. For condition
C, the experimental procedure was as in Experiment 1, but
the analyses were different, since one may not perform uni-
dimensional analyses with CLASCAL and CONSCAL. We sim-
ply looked at the correlation between dissimilarity measures
and the distances predicted by the single physical axis.

B. Results

In each of the three conditions, the data from one subject
were discarded after hierarchical clustering of the correlation
matrix. The mean coefficients of determination with other
subjects’ ratings were r2�118�=0.13, r2�118�=0.18, and
r2�118�=0.16, for conditions A, B, and C, respectively. After
removing these data, the mean coefficients of determination
between subjects ratings were r2�118�=0.17 �SD=0.03�,
r2�118�=0.23 �SD=0.04�, and r2�118�=0.20 �SD=0.01�, for
conditions A, B, and C, respectively. In conditions A and B,
CLASCAL analyses yielded 2D perceptual spaces, with two
latent classes of subjects and no specificities. One-class
CONSCAL models were retained in both cases. CLASCAL and
CONSCAL spaces are represented in Figs. 2�c� and 3�b�, and
CLASCAL perceptual coordinates are reported in Table II.

1. Condition A: 2D attack and spectral flux
a. CLASCAL space. Dimension one of the perceptual

space was correlated with attack time �r2�14�=0.75, p
�0.0001�, and again, the correlation was even better with its
logarithm �r2�14�=0.91, p�0.0001�. The second dimension

was not significantly correlated with spectral flux values
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�r2�14�=0.05, p=0.4�. A more detailed analysis revealed that
the second dimension separated sounds with low spectral
flux �data points collapsed in the center of the axis� from
sounds with higher spectral flux, but within these two groups
the sounds are not ordered according to spectral flux.

The two classes of subjects were composed of five sub-
jects each. The first class weighted more heavily the first
dimension corresponding to attack time than the second di-
mension �weights: 0.42 and 0.30�, and the reverse was true
for the second class �weights: 1.58 and 1.70�. Both classes
contained musically trained subjects �three out of five in
class 1, two out of five in class 2�.

b. CONSCAL space. The one-class model with orthogo-
nal dimensions and having a cubic spline with one interiot
knot for the attack-time dimension and a quadratic spline
with two interior knots for the spectral-flux dimension was
selected. This model was compared with the two-class 2D
CLASCAL model. At the 5% and 1% levels, CLASCAL was
selected �p�0.01 for rejecting CONSCAL�.

2. Condition B: 2D SCG and spectral flux
a. CLASCAL space. Dimension one of the perceptual

space was correlated with SCG �r2�14�=0.98, p�0.0001�.
Dimension two was weakly correlated with spectral flux val-
ues �r2�14�=0.26, p=0.04�. Dimension two was more
strongly correlated with the exponential of the spectral flux
values �r2�14�=0.40, p=0.007�.

The two classes of subjects were composed of three and
six subjects. The second class weighted more heavily the first
dimension corresponding to SCG than the second dimension
�weights: 1.51 and 1.04�, and the reverse was true for the first
class �weights: 0.49 and 0.96�. The first class was composed
of three musically untrained subjects. Four out of six sub-

TABLE II. Physical and CLASCAL perceptual coordinates for Experiment 2.
Units are as in Table I and the superscripts indicate the perceptual dimen-
sions significantly correlated �p�0.05� with Attack �+�, SCG ���, and SFI
���.

Experiment 2A �SCG=third harmonic� Experiment 2B �Attack=15 ms�

Physical space Perceptual space Physical space Perceptual space

Attack+ SFl Dim 1+ Dim 2 SCG� SFl� Dim 1� Dim 2�

15 0.00 −0.48 −0.03 3.00 0.00 −0.37 0.04
42 1.56 −0.03 0.37 3.10 1.56 −0.42 −0.38

100 0.12 0.22 −0.03 3.20 0.12 −0.33 −0.05
59 0.96 0.05 −0.08 3.30 0.96 −0.33 0.16
17 1.20 −0.38 0.18 3.40 1.20 −0.22 0.22

168 0.60 0.37 0.02 3.50 0.60 −0.15 0.01
141 1.80 0.34 0.16 3.60 1.80 −0.12 −0.29

35 0.48 −0.15 −0.15 3.70 0.48 −0.03 0.07
25 1.68 −0.33 −0.39 3.80 1.68 0.14 −0.32
84 0.84 0.16 0.15 3.90 0.84 0.09 0.14

199 1.32 0.31 0.32 4.00 1.32 0.14 −0.14
29 1.08 −0.04 −0.37 4.10 1.08 0.20 0.02
70 1.44 −0.06 0.13 4.20 1.44 0.22 0.19

119 0.24 0.22 0.03 4.30 0.24 0.38 0.05
21 0.36 −0.35 −0.06 4.40 0.36 0.40 0.16
50 0.72 0.14 −0.25 4.50 0.72 0.41 0.13
jects in class 2 were musically trained.
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b. CONSCAL space. The one-class model with nonor-
thogonal dimensions having quadratic splines with three in-
terior knots on both dimensions was selected �0.01� p
�0.02 for rejecting the model with orthogonal dimensions�.
The off-diagonal coefficient in the 2�2 transformation ma-
trix A �see Eq. �3�� was equal to −0.341. This means that in
this model, the physical axes �SCG and spectral flux� are at
an angle of 110° instead of being orthogonal �90°�, suggest-
ing that the perceptual effect of a high spectral flux is larger
when the SCG in the steady portion of the tone is high �or
conversely that the perceptual effect of a high SCG is larger
when the spectral flux value is high�. This one-class
CONSCAL model was compared with the two-class 2D
CLASCAL model, and CONSCAL was not rejected �0.08� p
�0.09 for rejecting CONSCAL�.

3. Condition C: One-dimensional spectral flux

As can been see in Fig. 5, dissimilarities were not well
predicted by the distances along the spectral flux axis
�r2�118�=0.0008, p=0.76�. At first glance only a disappear-
ance of very low dissimilarity ratings for the largest differ-
ences in spectral flux can be observed �compare the left and
right halves of Fig. 5�. A closer look at the results shows that
even if dissimilarities and physical distances are not signifi-
cantly correlated, there is some structure in the data. Because
in Experiments 2A and 2B there was a trend for sounds with
high spectral flux values to be separated from those with
little or no spectral flux in subjects’ ratings, we separated the
16 sounds into two groups of eight, according to spectral flux
values �see Fig. 5�. When the two sounds in a pair have little
spectral flux �28 pairs�, the perceived dissimilarity is small:
0.20 on average �SD=0.10�, whereas it is bigger when one of
the sounds has little spectral flux and the other a high spec-
tral flux value: 0.44 on average �SD=0.12, 64 pairs�. The
average dissimilarity rating is even higher between two
sounds with high spectral flux values: 0.67 �SD=0.11, 28
pairs�. This confirms that sounds with high spectral flux val-
ues are separated from those with little spectral flux in dis-
similarity ratings, and further that sounds with high spectral
flux values are distinguished from one another.

FIG. 5. Mean dissimilarities versus physical distances for Experiment 2C.
Left panel: original physical distances along the abscissa in units of har-
monic rank; right panel: physical distances computed after power transfor-
mation of the original physical axis. Dissimilarities along the ordinate are on
an arbitrary scale �0-1�. ��� pairs of sounds with low spectral-flux values;
��� pairs of sounds with one having little spectral flux and one having a
high spectral flux; ��� pairs of sounds with high spectral flux values.
Because CONSCAL analyses in Experiments 1, 2A, and
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2B suggested that the psychophysical functions for the spec-
tral flux axis were very compressive for low spectral flux
values and expansive for high spectral flux values, we con-
sidered power transformations of the original physical scale.
Instead of taking as explanatory physical distances the dif-
ferences between spectral flux values �i.e., SFj −SFi as the
distance between sounds i and j�, we took the differences
between power transformations of those values �SFj

a−SFj
a�.

In order to choose the most appropriate value for a, we com-
puted the correlation coefficients between these transformed
physical distances and dissimilarity ratings for increasing
values of a. There was a sharp elbow in the correlation co-
efficient versus a curve for a=4, so we retained this value.
The dissimilarity ratings were better predicted by these trans-
formed physical distances than by the original ones
�r2�118�=0.28, p�0.0001�. For comparison, CONSCAL mod-
els explained more than 70% of the variance in dissimilarity
ratings for the other experiments. So even if subjects used
spectral flux in their dissimilarity ratings in this unidimen-
sional context, spectral flux only explained part of the vari-
ance in the data, suggesting that there is a fair amount of
uncertainty in listeners’ ratings as far as this parameter is
concerned. It may also be that the power transformation of
the physical axis is not the best estimate of the psychophysi-
cal function for spectral flux.

C. Discussion

The perceptual significance of attack time and SCG was
confirmed as in Experiment 1. The results of Experiment 2
shed new light on the relevance of spectral flux for timbre
dissimilarity ratings. First, both in uni- and bi-dimensional
contexts, listeners used spectral flux in their dissimilarity rat-
ings, as shown in conditions A and B with the CONSCAL

results, and in condition C by the correlation between trans-
formed physical distances and dissimilarity ratings. In bi-
dimensional contexts, as in Experiment 1, the range of dis-
similarities accounted for by spectral flux is much smaller
than that accounted for by either attack time or SCG. As
compared with the first experiment �see Fig. 3�, spectral flux
information was used to a larger extent when variation only
occurred along one concurrent dimension instead of two, and
was more strongly inhibited by attack time than by SCG.
This confirmed our hypothesis about the relationship be-
tween spectral flux salience and the number of concurrent
variable acoustical dimensions.

These results raise a number of issues. First, it might be
difficult to use a dynamic parameter when making dissimi-
larity ratings, especially in our spectral flux case, which val-
ues may not easily be ordered on a perceptual scale �see
Experiment 2C�. Second, there might exist interactions in the
processing of spectral flux and other timbre dimensions. In
particular, the preliminary adjustment data used to set the
range of variation of spectral flux in the set of stimuli were
collected with constant attack time �15 ms� and SCG
�933 Hz�, but the perceptual effect of a given spectral flux
value might depend on attack time or SCG. The nonorthogo-
nality of the dimensions of the CONSCAL space in Experiment

2B favors the existence of interactions of this type between
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SCG and spectral flux. Finally, the spectral flux model cho-
sen might have a limited perceptual salience. It is possible
that modeling spectral flux by a fluctuation of the spectrum
during the plateau of the sound might be more salient. The
perceptual effects of such fluctuations have been studied by
Hajda �1999�, who was able to relate them to vibrato percep-
tion. We propose that subjects might be more sensitive to
spectral variations when they are pseudoperiodic and when
several cycles of variations are present in the sound.

The question remains open concerning whether or not it
is possible to find a third dimension of timbre that is salient
enough to be used in dissimilarity ratings when both attack
time and SCG vary. In Experiment 3 we tested an additional
dimension to address this issue.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: ATTACK TIME, SPECTRAL
CENTROID, AND SPECTRAL IRREGULARITY

A. Method

1. Participants

Thirty listeners �aged 19–45 years, 18 female� partici-
pated in this experiment. None of them participated in either
of the previous experiments. None of them reported any
hearing loss, and 15 of them had received musical training.
Musicians had practiced music for 11 years on average
�3–38 years�. Listeners were naive as to the purpose of the
experiment and were paid for their participation.

2. Stimuli

Sixteen sounds were created as in Experiment 1, except
that the spectral flux dimension was replaced by a selective
attenuation of even harmonics relative to odd harmonics. A
preliminary adjustment experiment �with six listeners not in-
cluded in the main experiment� was performed, as in Experi-
ment 1, in order to choose a range of variation of this param-
eter that was perceptually equivalent to that for the other two
parameters. In the main experiment, attenuation of even har-
monics ranged from 0 to 8 dB, and could take 16 different
values separated by equal steps �in dB, see Table III�. In the
preliminary experiment, subjects were also requested to ad-
just the level of a tone with attenuated even harmonics to
match the loudness of a reference tone without attenuated
even harmonics. We found that it was not necessary to adjust
the level of the attenuated-even-harmonic tones.

3. Procedure

The experimental procedure and statistical analyses
were as in Experiment 1.

B. Results

On the basis of hierarchical clustering of the correlation
matrix, the data from two subjects were discarded from sub-
sequent analyses. The mean coefficient of determination be-
tween these two subjects’ and other subjects’ ratings were
r2�118�=0.08 and r2�118�=0.10, respectively. After remov-
ing those subjects, the mean coefficient of determination be-
tween subjects’ dissimilarity ratings was r2�118�=0.23 �SD

=0.04�.
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1. CLASCAL space

MDS analysis showed that a 3D model without specific-
ity values and two latent classes of subjects best fit the data.
The three perceptual dimensions correlated with the three
physical dimensions that were included in the synthetic
space �Fig. 2�d� and Table III�. Dimension one was corre-
lated with the degree of attenuation of even harmonics
�r2�14�=0.74, p�0.0001�. Dimension two was correlated
with attack time �r2�14�=0.63, p=0.0001�, and with its loga-
rithm �r2�14�=0.72, p�0.0001�. Finally dimension three
was correlated with SCG �r2�14�=0.95, p�0.0001�.

The two classes of subjects were composed of 8 and 19
subjects, respectively. One subject could not be assigned
with certainty to either of the classes. The first class
weighted more heavily the first dimension corresponding to
even-harmonic attenuation �weights: 0.84, 0.67, and 0.60�,
and the second class weighted more heavily the third dimen-
sion corresponding to SCG �weights: 1.16, 1.13, and 1.40�,
suggesting that subjects in the different classes may favor
one of the spectral dimensions over the other. Both classes
contained musically trained subjects �5 out of 8 in class 1
and 9 out of 19 in class 2�.

2. CONSCAL space

The one-class model with orthogonal dimensions having
quadratic splines with one interior knot on all three dimen-
sions was retained. When compared with the two-class 3D
CLASCAL model, CLASCAL was selected at the 5% level
�0.04� p�0.05 for rejecting CONSCAL�, but at the 1% level,
CONSCAL would not have been rejected. It is interesting to
note that here �see Fig. 3�c��, the ranges of dissimilarities
accounted for by the different dimensions are about equal,

TABLE III. Physical and CLASCAL perceptual coordinates for Experiment 3.
Units are as in Table I and the superscripts indicate the perceptual dimen-
sions significantly correlated �p�0.05� with Attack �+�, SCG ���, and EHA
���. Even harmonic attenuation �EHA� is given in dB relative to odd har-
monics.

Physical space Perceptual space

Attack+ SCG� EHA* Dim 1* Dim 2+ Dim 3�

15 3.00 0.00 −0.33 0.14 −0.37
42 3.10 6.93 0.34 0.18 −0.23

100 3.20 0.53 −0.10 −0.21 −0.23
59 3.30 4.27 0.17 −0.03 −0.17
17 3.40 5.33 0.09 0.31 −0.14

168 3.50 2.67 0.09 −0.26 −0.11
141 3.60 8.00 0.39 −0.05 −0.07

35 3.70 2.13 −0.28 0.10 0.05
25 3.80 7.47 0.22 0.30 0.01
84 3.90 3.73 0.02 −0.13 0.10

199 4.00 5.87 0.29 −0.19 0.05
29 4.10 4.80 −0.05 0.16 0.24
70 4.20 6.40 0.20 0.01 0.19

119 4.30 1.07 −0.28 −0.28 0.16
21 4.40 1.60 −0.47 0.02 0.25
50 4.50 3.20 −0.29 −0.07 0.28
which contrasts with the results of Experiments 1 and 2.
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C. Discussion

As in the two previous experiments, attack time and
SCG appeared as two major determinants of timbre. Spectral
irregularity �modeled with an attenuation of even-harmonic
amplitudes� was also confirmed as a salient parameter of
timbre. All three dimensions appear to have the same percep-
tual status: they contribute along a continuous scale to the
dissimilarity ratings. Notice in Fig. 3 that the psychophysical
functions are slightly S-shaped for the three parameters, but
that there is no gross distorsion of the physical scale. This
confirms that the perceptually relevant parameters are the
logarithm of attack time, SCG on a linear frequency scale,
and attenuation of even harmonics relative to odd ones on a
linear dB scale. It is likely that with larger ranges of variation
of these physical parameters saturation may occur.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Timbre space dimensions

The experiments reported here were designed as direct
tests of timbre space models. Synthetic timbre spaces were
constructed using acoustical dimensions derived from natural
and simulated instrument studies, and their perception was
characterized using multidimensional scaling of dissimilarity
ratings. We sought to confirm whether the structure of the
perceptual spaces would closely parallel that of the acousti-
cal spaces.

The present study intended in particular to confirm that
attack time, spectral centroid, spectral flux, and attenuation
of even harmonics explained timbre space dimensions, using
fully controlled synthetic timbres. Overall it appeared to be
the case, with one important restriction: spectral flux was
hardly used in dissimilarity ratings when attack time and
SCG varied concurrently in the stimulus set. Its contribution
to timbre dissimilarity ratings was only evident when a
single other attribute varied in the stimulus set. Hence, the
salience of spectro-temporal parameters such as spectral flux
might be more context-dependent than that of other param-
eters, because it decreases when the number of other param-
eters that vary in the stimulus set increases.

All the experiments reported here confirm that attack
time and spectral centroid are salient timbre parameters, and
can be used in a continuous fashion for dissimilarity ratings.
As suggested earlier �e.g., McAdams et al., 1995�, it appears
that the logarithm of attack time and not linear attack time is
used in dissimilarity ratings. Spectral centroid seems to be
ordered perceptually on a linear frequency scale. Attenuation
of even harmonics was also confirmed as a salient timbre
dimension. Attenuation in dB of even harmonics was used
linearly in listeners’ dissimilarity ratings. We propose that
this dimension of timbre can be more generally interpreted as
a model of the degree of spectral irregularity or spectrum fine
structure. It is worth mentioning that people were able to use
two different types of spectral information simultaneously in
their ratings, one related to the global shape of the spectrum,
modeled by SCG, and one related to the local shape of the
spectrum, modeled by even-harmonic attenuation.

All together the present study fits well with the com-

monly accepted idea that attack time and spectral centroid
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are major determinants of timbre �Grey, 1977; Krimphoff,
McAdams, and Winsberg, 1994; McAdams et al., 1995; Ma-
rozeau et al., 2003�. The experiments reported here shed new
light on possible third dimensions of timbre spaces. As stated
in Sec. I, there is no established consensus on that topic.
Proposed third dimensions mostly fall into two categories:
spectro-temporal parameters �e.g., spectral flux� or spectral
parameters �e.g., spectrum fine structure, spectral spread� re-
lated to the shape of the spectrum. Progressive expansion of
the spectrum toward higher harmonics, a possible source of
spectral flux, was not very influential in dissimilarity ratings
when attack time and SCG also varied in the stimulus set
�Experiment 1�. Conversely, participants were able to use
attenuation of even harmonics in dissimilarity ratings when
attack time and SCG varied �Experiment 3�. Therefore
among all the previously proposed acoustic correlates of tim-
bre dimensions, some might be more adequate than others. In
particular, the type of spectro-temporal information that lis-
teners can use in dissimilarity ratings remains unclear and
warrants further testing.

The contrast between the respective contribution of
spectral flux �Experiment 1� and attenuation of even harmon-
ics �Experiment 3� to timbre dissimilarity ratings raises a
number of questions related to dimension salience. In the
current study, we have taken the contribution of a given pa-
rameter to dissimilarity ratings as an index of its perceptual
salience, as in Miller and Carterette �1975�. One might ask
whether this index would predict performances in other
tasks, such as timbre analogy judgments �see McAdams and
Cunibile, 1992, for example�, or speeded classification tasks
�see Krumhansl and Iverson, 1992, for example�. Further-
more, the relationship between dimension salience as defined
here and sound source recognition remains to be explored.

B. Comparison of CLASCAL and CONSCAL models

We were able to directly compare CLASCAL and
CONSCAL models in this study. Overall both of them appear
adequate to model dissimilarity ratings. Out of four cases,
CONSCAL was selected twice �Experiments 1 and 2B�,
CLASCAL once �Experiment 2A�, and in one case �Experi-
ment 3� it was not possible to decide with certainty. CONSCAL

offers the theoretical advantage of requiring a much smaller
number of parameters to be estimated than CLASCAL, and the
psychophysical functions produced by CONSCAL analyses
can provide additional information concerning the mapping
of signal properties in the auditory system. Furthermore, the
contribution to dissimilarity ratings of less salient dimen-
sions such as spectral flux was better captured using
CONSCAL than was the case with CLASCAL. Nevertheless, it is
not possible to use such a parcimonious model without a
priori knowledge about the underlying acoustical dimen-
sions. Interestingly, when in all four cases CLASCAL analyses
yielded two latent classes of subjects, only one class was
necessary for CONSCAL models. This suggests that the shapes
of psychophysical functions are rather similar across sub-

jects.
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C. Inter-individual differences

The present data suggest that inter-individual differences
exist when making timbre dissimilarity ratings. Indeed, in all
experiments, subjects were classified by CLASCAL into differ-
ent classes of subjects that weighted timbre space dimen-
sions differently. Several conclusions emerge from Experi-
ments 1 and 3, where there are sufficient numbers of subjects
to draw conclusions about inter-individual differences. First,
the difference between subject classes depends partly upon
the range of the rating scale used effectively. Another impor-
tant difference in the classes concerns the different relative
saliences of the axes for each class. In the first experiment,
some subjects favored temporal information �attack time�
over spectral information �SCG�, and for other subjects the
reverse was true. In the third experiment, the two classes of
subjects favored a different type of spectral information.
Whether these different weights reflect differences at a per-
ceptual level or at a decisional level remains an open ques-
tion. Finally, these inter-individual differences do not seem
to be related to musical training. All together these results are
consistent with previous findings �e.g., McAdams et al.,
1995�, although it might be that the differences between the
weights on the different dimensions are smaller in the
present case. For example, in the McAdams et al. �1995�
study the ratios between the weights on two axes could be as
big as 3, whereas they never exceed 2 in our case. This could
result from the greater homogeneity of synthetic timbre
spaces as opposed to spaces of simulated natural instruments.
In the latter case, it is likely that subjects select a limited
number of acoustical parameters among all possibilities to
make their ratings. Such a selection step is not necessary in
the present context of low-dimensional synthetic timbre
spaces.

D. Complex sound perception

Timbre space studies raise general questions about com-
plex sound perception. In particular, one might hypothesize
that the salient parameters found in these studies correspond
to parameters that are extracted along the auditory pathway.
There could either be pathways dedicated to the processing
of each of these parameters or a more global mechanism
might be involved. The present experiments were not de-
signed to answer such a question, but using calibrated per-
ceptual spaces such as those described here will prove to be
a powerful tool for answering questions about the processing
of complex sound dimensions.
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